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Airborne Electronic Warfare
This leading book for basic radar training and self-study distills the complex technology of radar into its fundamentals, tying them to the laws of nature on one end and the most modern and complex applications on the other. It provides a solid understanding of radar fundamentals and applications with far less of the mathematical rigor and technical data presented in engineering books for specialists.

Phase-based Systems and Applications
The important and fascinating topics of radar enjoy an extensive audience in industry and government, but deserve more attention in undergraduate education to better prepare graduating engineers to meet the demands of modern technology. This unique book provides a complete account of radar and optronics fundamentals, technologies, and systems. It covers all aspects of radar and optronics, from sensors to systems and throughout the electromagnetic spectrum. It is highly divided into three categories: topics specific to radar electronics; topics relevant to defence optronics; and topics that have both the electronics and optronics counterparts. The book covers each of the topics in their entirety from fundamentals to advanced concepts, with a wealth of applications and examples aligned with existing defence systems and related technologies, thereby leading the reader logically from the operational basics of military systems to involved technologies and battlefield deployment and applications. The book is divided into three main categories and a comprehensive index for ease of access. It provides a comprehensive guide to the latest developments and technologies in radar and optronics, and is an essential reference for students, scientists, engineers, and practitioners in the fields of radar and optronics.
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Handbook of Defence Electronics and Optronics
Of related interest...
Microwave Passive Direction Finding
Fielding Stephen E. Lipinsky

This breakthrough work answers the need of every engineer in search of a complete, single-source introduction to microwave passive direction finding (DF). Microwave Passive Direction Finding succinctly unifies DF theory, provides representative block diagrams of working equipment, and details the methods of calculating and predicting system performance. Sections cover evolution and use of microphone passive DF receiver theory, design of antenna elements for conformal DF coverage, receiver configurations, DF antenna arrays, computer methods for signal detection, and much more. Never before published material includes new system concepts such as digital preprocessing, supercomputer, and wide DF bandwidth algorithms. With tips on field testing and software development, this is an invaluable reference for RF engineers seeking to develop DF technology. Nadav Levanon With this first published textbook on the subject, practicing engineers and graduate students will quickly master the basic concepts of radar science. A clear, straightforward introduction to the discipline through an analytical and problem-solving mode, this unique book features mathematical analysis and proofs, fully analyzed examples, and problem sections—all selected from the author’s course assignments. It is a comprehensive guide to microwave DF processing and a complement to any text's tutorial format, consistent terminology, and 141 illustrations (including 3-D plots of ambiguity functions) make it an optimal self-study tool, classroom text, and professional reference. 1988 (0 471-85881-1)
308 pp. Optimal Radar Tracking Systems George Blasoom Here is a systematic unveiling of the methods and means underlying the design of radar tracking technology. Topics covered include issues essential to an understanding of radar as well as to its applications, tracking system and demodulation of signals, digital signal-processing systems, digital computer simulation, statistical analysis of random signals, detection and tracking processes in a radar system are developed first from their rudiments toward a more advanced discussion. Offering a breadth of technical detail unusual in the uncatalogued literature, this study is of paramount importance to those involved in tracking applications that use optical signal, sonar signal, or RF telemetry signals, 1989 (0 471-50673-7) 560 pp.

Incorporating AFEMC INOM as an Instructional Asset for NPS Radar and Electronic Warfare Curricula

Introduction to Modern EW Systems, Second Edition Presents the theories and applications of determining the position of an object in space through the use of satellites. As the importance of space reconnaissance technology intensifies, more and more countries are investing money in building their own space reconnaissance satellites. Due to the secrecy and sensitivity of the operations, it is hard to find published papers and information about the systems outside of military and governmental agencies. This book aims to fill the gap by presenting the various applications and basic principles of a very modern technology. The space electronic reconnaissance system imono/multi-satellite platforms is a critical feature which can be used for detection, localization, tracking or identification of the various kinds of signal sources from radar, communication or navigation systems. Localization technology in space electronic reconnaissance satellites or multiple satellite receivers which receive signals from radar, communication and navigation emitters in the ground, or from space to specify the location of emitter. The principles, and technologies of different space electronic reconnaissance localization systems are introduced in this book, as are their performances, and the various methods are explained and analyzed. Digital simulations illustrate the results. Presents the theories and applications of determining the position of an object in space through the use of satellites. Introduces methods, principles and technologies of localization tracking in the space electronic reconnaissance system, and the satellite architecture. The book explains the principles, the mathematics, the algorithms, and system realization, of localization with emphasis on multiple target localization methods. Highly relevant for engineers working in avionics, radar, communication, navigation and electronic warfare. Chapters include: the introduction of space electronic reconnaissance localization technology, localization principles of single satellite-to-satellite tracking, target signal-to-noise ratio, target detection theory, array antennas, radar measurements and tracking, and target signatures. The addition of new EW-related material addressing electronic support (ES), electronic warfare (EW) principles, through-the-wall radar propagation effects, and target identification through measuring the target return signal spectrum changes.

Radar and Electronic Warfare Principles for the Non-Specialist This text provides students, engineers, and officers with a solid foundation for understanding electronic countermeasures. It defines common terms and principles used in radar and electronic warfare and describes the response of radar systems to electronic countermeasures. In-depth analyses of the effects that various electronic countermeasure emissions have on classes of radar systems follow. Mathematical models are used to describe these effects, although minimal mathematical sophistication is required. Target Acquisition in Communication Electronic Warfare Systems This book presents the latest theory, developments, and applications related to high resolution materials-penetrating sensor systems. An international team of expert researchers explains the problems and solutions for developing new techniques and applications. Subject areas include ultrawideband (UWB) signals propagation and scattering, materials-penetrating radar techniques for small object detection and imaging, biolocation using holographic techniques, tomography, medical applications, nondestructive testing methods, electronic warfare principles, through-the-wall radar propagation effects, and target identification through measuring the target return signal spectrum changes.

Space Electronic Reconnaissance

The 1984 Guide to the Evaluation of Educational Experiences in the Armed Services

Modern Communications Jamming Principles and Techniques This book presents a comprehensive set of radar and electronic warfare principles including many of the latest applications in a clear and consistent manner. The number one concern of the 3rd edition of this book [2004] Radar and Electronic Warfare Principles for the Non-Specialist, 4th Edition, remains true to the traditional strength of the book, providing radar principles for the non-specialist, and also now introducing EW principles. All radar-related material has been reviewed, revised and enhanced as necessary. New to this edition: Significant revisions to target signal-to-noise ratio, target detection theory, array antennas, radar measurements and tracking, and target signatures. The addition of new EW-related material addressing electronic support (ES), electromagnetic weapon attack (EWA), and electronic protection (EP). The advanced radar concepts chapter has been revised, including the addition of a section on modern multi-function, multi-mode, mission radar systems. Most of the chapters are stand-alone allowing the reader to be selective and still benefit from the content. Exercises at the end of each chapter are provided to reinforce the concepts presented and illustrate their applications, making this book ideal for academic learning, training courses or self-study. Topics covered include: electromagnetic propagation, target detection, antennas, measurements and tracking, radar cross section and system applications. By reading this book you should expect to be able to conduct a respectable, first-order radar system design or analysis and perform a first-order EW system design or analysis. This book will also provide you with the skills to critique the designs or analysis of others.

Introduction to Electronic Warfare Examines electronic warfare and its role in war planning and air combat, and discusses jamming techniques and equipment, electronic reconnaissance, defense suppression, and electronic warfare in action

Communications, Radar and Electronic Warfare

The 1980 Guide to the Evaluation of Educational Experiences in the Armed Services: Coast Guard, Marine Corps, Navy, Dept. of Defense

Principles of Modern Radar A practical guide to the principles of radio communications for both civilian and military applications. In this book, the author covers both the civilian and military uses of technology, focusing particularly on the applications of radio propagation and prediction. Divided into two parts, the author introduces the basic theory of radio prediction before providing a step-by-step explanation of how this theory can be put into practice. It is intended for all engineers and systems architects working in the HF bands and SMF. Furthermore, the author examines the performance of these systems, and also the effects of noise, interference and deliberate jamming, as well as the performance of jamming, detection and intercept systems. Particular attention is paid to the problems caused by Radio Controlled Improvised Explosive Devices (RCIEDs). Key Features: A practical handbook on the topic of
radio communications and propagation Written by an expert in both the civilian and military applications of the technology focuses on methods such as radio and radar jamming, and radio-controlled improvised explosive devices (IEDs). Contains problems and solutions to clarify key topics

Fundamentals of Electronic Warfare This text has fully modernized coverage and maintained the unique original look and feel. Even the timeless principles and core fundamentals of general radar have been updated with new words and new graphics. While the more advanced concepts and applications in airborne radar have been brought into the digital age of radar signal processing and solid state electronics. This text is written specifically as an overview without going onboard on the math. Virtually anybody with a knowledge of high school algebra, trigonometry, and physics will be able to read and absorb the vast majority of the material. Living up to its moniker of Introduction, this book contains extensive fundamental materials and practical applications, using visual system exemplars to aid explanations. The full colour layout is enhanced with an immense number of illustrations, figures, tables, and photographs.

Battlespace Technologies This book clearly describes all the radar detection and jamming equations you need to design and analyze search and track radars. It reviews the hardware, theories, and techniques involved in modern EW systems signal processing and discusses present and future trends in EW technology.

Radar Electronic Warfare Radio communications plays an increasingly critical and growing role in today's electronic battlefield. Because more and more radio signals are deployed in electronic warfare (EW) situations, determining which ones are friendly and which are enemy has become more difficult and crucial. This book arms defense systems designers and operators with the full array of traditional search mechanisms and advanced high-resolution techniques for targeting radio signals deployed in electronic warfare. An invaluable technical reference, the book helps professionals fully understand the tradeoffs involved in designing EW target acquisition systems with less time and effort. Moreover, practitioners learn how to establish optimum methods for acquiring communication targets for exploitation or countermeasures. The book also serves as an excellent text for graduate courses in electronic warfare.

Fundamental Principles of Radar

Principles of Electronic Warfare Serving as a one-stop EW resource, this authoritative book provides a comprehensive overview the important concepts and techniques used in electronic warfare (EW) and the management of information within this environment. Written in clear, understandable language for non-technical as well as engineering professionals, the book describes a variety of basic EW threats and explains the specific techniques and systems used to combat each threat and gain an advantage. Richly illustrated with four-color photos, charts and diagrams, this practical reference covers a wide range of key areas, from information in the battlespace, waveforms and basic electromagnetic principles, and radar systems to electro-optical systems, network enabled warfare, and the future evolution of electronic combat systems.
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Announcement of Army Extension Courses

Manuels Combined: Electronic Warfare and Radar Systems Engineering Handbook: 2013, 2012, 1999, 1997 Plus Principles of Naval Weapons Systems, Satellites And Radar Fundamentals This book is a practitioner's guide to all aspects of pulse Doppler radar. It concentrates on airborne military radar systems since they are the most used, most complex, and most interesting of the pulse Doppler radars; however, ground-based and non-military systems are also included. It covers the fundamental science, signal processing, hardware issues, systems design and case studies of typical systems. It will be a useful resource for engineers of all types (hardware, software and systems), academics, post-graduate students, scientists in radar and radar electronic warfare sectors and military.

Principles of Radar and Sonar Signal Processing

Antenna Systems and Electronic Warfare Applications Antennas play a critical role in modern electronic warfare communications and radar. Today's EW engineers need to have a solid understanding of the design principles of these systems and how antenna systems are used in the field. This comprehensive book serves as a one-stop resource for practical EW antenna system know-how. Supported with over 700 illustrations and nearly 1,700 equations, this authoritative reference offers professionals details of all the important foundations and aspects of this technology. Moreover, engineers get an in-depth treatment of a wide range of antenna system applications. The book presents the key characteristics of each type of antenna, including dipoles, monopoles, loops, arrays, horns, and patches. Practitioners also find valuable discussions on the limitations of antennas system performance in EW applications.

Principles of Waveform Diversity and Design

Stimson's Introduction to Airborne Radar Dr. John Milan, radar consultant; formerly 36 years withITT Gilfillan, IEEE AES'S Radar Systems Panel --

Electronic Warfare - Air Force Doctrine Document (AFDD) 3-13.1 This resource examines in detail the techniques and methods available to create countermeasures against anti-jam, over-the-air communications. It offers a practical guide that is focused on showing you how to design and build jammers specifically targeted at spread spectrum, anti-jam communications. Moreover, you find assistance in evaluating the expected performance of jamming systems against modern communications systems, and discover the best waveform to use to counter communication systems designed to be effective in jamming environments. error rate performance equations for most modern digital anti-jam communication systems. Written with the professional engineer in mind, this cutting-edge book also serves as a reference for technical personnel new to the communication electronic warfare field due to the inclusion of easy-to-understand introductory material. This resource is packed with over 580 equations and more than 320 illustrations, including graphical examples that allow you to estimate jammer performance at a glance.

Radar Principles with Applications to Tracking Systems

Electronic Warfare Principles Look to this informative new reference for an in-depth, comprehensive treatment of the principles of electronic warfare (EW). Written by leading experts in the field, this authoritative book takes a systematic approach to exploring EW theory, mathematical models, and quantitative analysis. You get a detailed examination of the basic targets of EW operations, a thorough presentation of critical radar jamming methods, and definitions of the effectiveness criteria for EW systems and techniques.

Radar Fundamentals Air and space power and technology have always been tightly bound together throughout the history of air and space operations. This linkage is very evident in the combat machines, devices, and tactics needed to survive in the air and space environment. The use of radio and radar early in World War II as the means to find targets on the surface and in the air illustrates the first technological
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exploitation of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum in aerial warfare. The advent of countermeasures to these systems produced what we now consider electronic warfare (EW). Today's weapon system and support systems rely on radio, radar, infrared (IR), electro-optical, ultraviolet, and laser technologies to function in peace and war. Unharnessed use of the EM medium is vital to assure the success of any modern military operation. Coalition forces in Operation Desert Storm operated "at will" over Iraq and Kuwait after gaining control of the EM spectrum early in the war. This Air Force Doctrine Document, "Electronic Warfare (AFDD 3-13.1)," establishes operational doctrine for United States Air Force EW operations and provides a basis for understanding, planning, and executing the portion of air and space warfare. It articulates fundamental Air Force principles for the application of combat forces and provides commanders operational-level guidance on the employment and integration of Air Force resources to achieve desired objectives. This AFDD applies to all Air Force military and civilian personnel (includes APFRC and ANG units and members) involved in planning or conducting electronic warfare operations.

Electronic Warfare Receiving Systems

This is the first book to discuss current and future applications of waveform diversity and design in subjects such as radar and sonar, communications systems, passive sensing, and many other technologies. Waveform diversity allows researchers and system designers to optimize electromagnetic and acoustic systems for sensing, communications, electronic warfare or combinations thereof. This book enables solutions to problems, explaining how each system performs its own particular function, as well as how it is affected by other systems and how those other systems may likewise be affected. It is an excellent standalone introduction to waveform diversity and design, which takes a high potential technology area and makes it visible to other researchers, as well as young engineers.

The Friday Review of Defense Literature

This text covers the basics of radar operations and theory, provides a background into the many radar-related areas and covers the electronic warfare issues from a radar perspective. Introduction of important radar principles is combined with an explanation of the major types of radar wherever possible so that the reader becomes familiar with the principles and radar types simultaneously. We do not attempt to study specific radar systems in any depth although some example systems are illustrated to reinforce theory and concepts. We also avoid some of the more complex radar topics. The text is designed for non-technical people who require an understanding of the most important radar principles, or people with a technical background looking for a broad introduction to radar systems. Accordingly, we avoid much of the mathematical complexity inherent in the subject. Some mathematics is unavoidable and is used to explain important principles. Those with a more technical bent can delve further into the subject by referring to the endnotes listed at the end of each chapter. Specifically, this text has been developed to provide basic radar system knowledge to radar operators or those employed within radar environments. The text also supports other persons in radar-related endeavours such as the acquisition or maintenance of radar systems. In Chapter 1, a basic radar block diagram is introduced to familiarise readers with the major components of a radar system. In Chapter 2, the reader is introduced to basic pulse radar as a means of explaining some fundamental radar concepts. The concepts behind radar antennas are then discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes a subset of the many radar displays in existence with operation radar systems. The ubiquitous radar range equation is discussed in Chapter 5 as fundamental guide to radar performance and the many tradeoffs that exist in radar design. Chapter 6 describes the Doppler effect, which is a well-known acoustic effect widely used in continuous wave radar. Pulse Doppler radar and, in particular, moving target indication radar, is described in Chapter 7 as the final example of radars that make use of the Doppler effect. Chapter 8 investigates tracking and high-resolution radar. Chapter 9 investigates techniques that provide superior range and angular resolution, Chapter 10 covers secondary surveillance radar. The radar's operating environment is described in the fourth part of the text in Chapter 11. Chapter 12 covers the electronic warfare aspects of radar operation and breaks electronic warfare into the traditional three components; electronic support, electronic attack and electronic protection. At the end of each chapter is a list of reference material that explores each topic in more detail. A set of review questions is also provided at the end of each chapter with the answers to quantitative questions provided in brackets. Three appendices are provided to support the text. Appendix A lists and expands relevant acronyms. Appendix B provides a list of common prefixes and the Greek alphabet and Appendix C explains the decibel.

Radar Principles for the Non-Specialist

This is a reference work for EW engineers which is also intended for university use in advanced undergraduate or graduate-level courses in EM, radar, and aerospace systems. This text reviews the fundamental concepts and physical principles underlying EW receiving systems design analysis, and performance evaluation. The main discussion focuses on radar signals in military applications.
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